
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APARTMENTS GRC 

GREBAŠTICA 

 

 

Price list and general information’s 

 

WIFI SSID: APP GRC 2 & APP GRC 1, Password:  385952049380 



    

Name APARTMANI GRC - GREBAŠTICA *** 
Donja Grebaštica 131 (cove Galešnica) 
22010 Grebaštica  
Hrvatska 

Contact: +385 95 2049-380, Goran Radošić 
+385 91 5150-392, Sabina Radošić 

e-mail: info@app-grebastica.com 
web: www.app-grebastica.com 

Company info: Radošić Nekretnine d.o.o. 
Zagrebačka 145/b, 
10370 Dugo Selo 
OIB: 12821576555 
IBAN account number: HR7324840081135131059          
Swift code: RZBHHR2X 

Returns and 
objections: 

All returns and objections can be submitted by the customer in 
accordance with the Consumer Protection Law on the e-mail address: 

info@app-grebastica.com or via mail at the company address and we will 
respond to the same no later than 15 days from receipt. 

Price of accommodation 

Period  

Preseason until 10.07.:  90 EUR / DAY 

Season from 11.07. – 20.08.: 110 EUR / DAY 

Postseason from 21.08.: 90 EUR / DAY 

 The prices are expressed in EUR and when paying they are converted and charged in 

the counter value in kunas at the middle exchange rate of HNB on the day of charging 

the receipt. 

 Deposit is charged during entry and it costs 300 EUR and it is returned while exiting the 

apartment. For reservations under 5 nights cleaning expenses will be charger in total 

of 50 EUR. 

 In the apartment upon arrival, you can find a package of rolls of toilet paper, 
liquid hand soap, sponges and dish soap, trash bags and dishwasher tablets. 
 

Residence/city tax price list: 

Period 
Children  

0-11 years 
Children 

 12-18 years 
18+ years 

Season 7th and 8th month: 0 
5,00 kn 

(ca. 0,70€) 
10,00 kn 

(ca. 1.40€) 

 



 

Arrival and 
departure time 

Residing in the apartment is available from 15:00. The last day of 
residence it is necessary to leave the apartment until 10:00. The guest 
who doesn't leave the room until 10:00 is charged half-price until 
19:00, after 19:00 full price of the apartment rental. To extend your 
stay, we politely ask you to inform us before so we could check the 
availability of the apartment. We hold the right to, in the case of early 
departure charge you 100% for all ordered and unused services. When 
you leave the apartment, please check that you haven't forgot 
anything. Forgotten/lost items are sent to Your address explicitly on 
Your request. We keep the items safe for a month, after that we 
process them according to regulations. 

Parking spots There is a parking lot in the yard for 3 vehicles in total. With the 
apartment you have the right for one of those spots. Please watch out 
while you enter and exit the yard with a vehicle because the streets 
are very narrow and it is very difficult to maneuver inside them. 

Money and 
valuables 

We advise you, to keep your money and valuables by your side. 
Apartments Grebaštica do not take any responsibility for valuables you 
have in the apartments. 

Bail Upon receiving the keys of the apartments you need to give bail. Bail 
may be granted only in cash. Bail is returned when submitting the key 
and after the inspection of the apartment and the inventory of the 
apartment. 
 
 

The bill, paying the 
services 

The bill for the services rendered will be charged on the ground floor. 
In the event of a prolonged stay it is necessary to pay for the rendered 
services every seven days, and the rest during your departure. You can 
pay in cash or with credit cards. 

ATM Withdrawing cash is possible in Brodarica (5km west) or Primošten 
(6km south), for details check the Internet or our staff. 

Internet We offer you free Wi-Fi throughout the whole apartment and the yard 
(outside the building). 

 

Transport Information about the timetable of buses to Sibenik and Split can be 
found on the website www.atpsi.hr, and the bus stop is located on the 
main road (200 meters) from the apartment. 

 

   

   

  

 

 



  

Stores Convenience stores are located in the center of Grebaštica and the 
best way to reach them is the promenade, approx. 10 minutes on 
foot. Working hours of shops during season is 7:00 to 22:00 hours. 
Larger shops (shopping center) are located 10 km away in the 
direction of Šibenik on Ražine, on the left side "Dalmare center" 
where you can find a number of shops, services, Cinestar cinema, 
McDonald's, and so on. ... 

 

Other info  

The bank There are not banks in Grebaštica. The nearest bank, accessible by car 
is in Šibenik (12km away) where you can find most of the leading 
banks. 

Gas station The nearest gas station is the INA at Ražine (the main road) in the 
direction of Sibenik approx. 10 km and during season it is open from 
0-24 hours. You can find a gas station in Primosten (direction Split) 10 
km from the apartment, and it also works during the season 0-24. 

 

Church The church Can be found at Grebaštica Gornja 8 (in the town center 
above the main road), which is open 0-24 for prayers and the Mass 
schedule is found on the entrance of the Church. 

Hospital Šibenik general hospital and the ER are located in Šibenik, Stjepana 
Radića 83 and is well marked. In this institution there are all of the 
emergency services from stomatology to trauma. The distance to the 
hospital is approx. 12 km, and the hospital central phone number is 
+385 (0) 22641-641. Of course, in an emergency you can dial the 
number 112. 

Pharmacies The nearest pharmacy is located at Ulica Narodnog preporoda br. 1, 
22000 Šibenik, and tel.: + 385 22 351-098, 351 001, email: 
sibenik@ljekarne-joukhadar.hr, Opening hours weekdays: 7-20, Sat: 
7.30-15. 

On call pharmacies On call pharmacies are open 24 hours a day and you can find them at 
the following locations:  

 
a) Pharmacy Centrala Šibenik, S. Radića b.b., tel. +385 22 213-529 
b) Pharmacy Varoš, Šibenik, Kralja Zvonimira 32, tel. +385 22 212-249 
c) Pharmacy Baldekin, Šibenik, S. Radića 56 A, tel. +385 22 332-068 
 

(1 call on 3 locations randomly) 

 

 



 

  

Post You can put your post in the postbox which is located at the center 
of Grebaštica. 

Transportation In case of eventual need of transportation, you can request the 
same from us on our contact number. 

 

Actions in case of fire: 

For your safety: It will take you only a few minutes to read the instructions that are 
vital in an emergency. We hope they will never be needed, but it is 
good to be familiar with them. 

Before your stay Examine the fire-rescue ways from the apartment which are found 
at the entrance doors, and get to know the location of the fire 
extinguisher which is found at the storage by the parking lot. 

Do not forget Do not smoke in the apartment. Smoking is prohibited! The use of 
additional heating/cooling devices is strictly prohibited! Turn off all 
electrical devices when you finish using them. In case of fire 
immediately inform us and if necessary call the fire department on 
the phone number 112. 

If there is a fire in 
your apartment 

If it is a small fire put it out with a fire extinguisher and be sure to 
notify us of the event. 

If it is a bigger fire 1. Inform us about the fire 
2. Immediately vacate the apartment 
3. If you need to, cover your mouth and nose with a wet 
handkerchief or a damp cloth and drop to your knees and stay as 
low as possible. 
4. When you walk down the stairs, hold the railing, if you go through 
the smoke try not to breathe - hold your breath. 
5. Keep in mind that most of the deaths of the victims are due to 
suffocation from smoke inhalation and toxic gases, not because of 
burns. 
6. Do not be afraid if there is a blackout due to el. failure. 
 

Other important info If you have to push through the area, where it is burning, wet your 
clothes to protect yourself from the possibility of catching fire. Over 
the head cover with a wet blanket or other wet clothing and try not 
to breathe, and get through the front door. If your clothes are 
already on fire, cover them with a blanket, towel or something else. 
If there is no other solution roll around on the ground to put out the 
fire. Do not open windows if smoke or fire are spreading from the 
lower floors. Stay calm, collected. 

 



  

Television Each apartment has an earth signal and satellite television. It offers 
a 5 earth channels in DVB-T tuner, and more than 300 television 
channels on the satellite receiver, in various languages. APP1 has a 
digital satellite receiver separated from the television and to watch 
satellite TV you need to include the receiver, and the picture on the 
TV to switch to the HDMI input. APP2 has a TV with a built-in 
satellite TV and for satellite viewing it is enough to choose a signal 
source with satellite TV. 

Televisions have a USB 2.0 port, which allows you to view images 
directly from the camera, camera phone or via a USB connection. 
 

Radio The radio signal can be received via a satellite receiver. 

Defects All defects in the apartments immediately report by phone. 

Inventory damage Damage inventory, caused by guests in apartments, house or plot, 
are charged at market prices of the new devices or damaged items. 

Change of sheets For guests that are staying more than 7 days, we will provide fresh 
sheets, pillow cases and towels every 7 days. Sheets will be 
delivered by arrangement with the guest and used ones guest 
needs take off from the bed in order to get new ones. Beneath the 
sheets on the bed there are additional protective covers that are 
secured with a rubber band and these should not be removed 
when replacing bedding. 

Pets Pets are NOT allowed in the apartments, we are hopefully you'll 
understand. 

Rules, night sleep  Upon arrival guests are obliged to walk through whole inventory. 
For possible damage or alienation, namely charge a particular 
product at cost price of the item currently on the market. We 
expect that guests will take care of inventory. During the night rest 
between 22:00 and 07:00 there has to be law and order. Guests are 
not allowed to shout, to bang and use acoustic and other devices 
that would cause noise and disturbance of other guests In the 
event of the discovery disregard of the house rules, we reserve the 
right to cancel the stay. Safety and legal reasons are not permitted 
hosting of other guests except those who are registered, except 
with the prior notification and approval. Generally you please 
throughout the stay pay attention to the presence of the other 
guests in our, and other apartments, and adjust your behavior 
accordingly. 

  

  

   



Water Water is one of the most valuable assets, so please, save it and 
closes the tap. Water in Grebaštica is right for consumption. 

Electric power Supply voltage is 220 V. The use of own additional heaters / coolers 
and the like is forbidden for safety reasons. 

Household waste Bucket for household waste can be found at the beginning of the 
stairs, and garbage collection is done on Mondays, Thursdays and 
Saturday mornings. Note that we have to take a bucket of night 
before on the collection point and the same will be done after 
20:00 hours the day before. Also, please do not throw liquids in the 
bucket. Scraps do not throw directly in the bin, but before put 
them in a bag or something because in summer the temperature 
can reach 40 degrees, and so food will stink to others, and you. 

Air conditioner The apartments are equipped with air conditioning and you are 
free to use them according to your needs. Please keep in mind 
that it is strictly prohibited to use the air conditioning with the 
opened windows or doors because energy is precious and we 
need to save it. Except that in such cases, we waste energy and 
pollute the environment, you will not be able to cool down the 
apartment, and the air conditioner is operating under heavy load 
and this may cause malfunction. 

Blinds on the windows
  

All windows are equipped with blinds to protect against the sun. 
Please when shutters are not closed clip them with a clip that is 
provided for retaining shutters otherwise the wind could break the 
glass or shutters. 

Mosquito nets The windows in the rooms have built-in net for protection from 
mosquitoes. These protections are "roll-up" themselves are drawn 
to the top of the window. Please, when opening / closing the 
network and make sure you do it carefully because it is very easy to 
damage the net or mechanism. If you have difficulty using 
mosquito protection, please be free to contact us for help. 

Toilet Please the toilet is not for throwing anything other than toilet 
paper because very easily become clogged sewer or toilet 
themselves. 

Baby crib Apartments have a one baby crib so please inform us in advance to 
help prepare crib. 

    

 

 

 

 



Map of the surrounding area where the designated shopping center, hospital, and pharmacy 

and gas station:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Indicative map of town Grebaštica:

 



 

List of inventory and equipment that are located in the apartment: 

 

Inventory description 
Quantity 

APP-1 
Quantity 

APP-2 

ELECTRONICS 

LCD Television Samsung HD LED 40'  1 - 

LCD Television Samsung HD LED 50'  - 1 

Satellite receiver with an HDMI cable 1 - 

The remote control for satellite receiver with batteries 1 - 

Remote control of air conditioners with batteries 1 1 

A TV remote control with batteries for Samsung 1 1 

Rowenta Iron 1 1 

Vivax Hairdryer 1 1 

TEKSTIL, SITNI INVENTAR 

Towels 5 5 

The sheet for a small bed (bottom) 3 3 

The sheet for a small bed (to cover) 3 3 

The protective sheet on the mattress for a small bed 3 3 

The sheet for a double bed (lower) 1 1 

The sheet for a double bed (to cover) 1 1 

The protective sheet on the mattress for a double bed 1 1 

Blanket for a small bed 3 3 

Blanket for double bed 1 1 

Cushions 6 6 

Cushion sheets 6 6 

Coat hangers in closets 12 12 

A small trash can in the bathroom 1 1 

Larger trash can in the kitchen 1 1 

Bucket for cleaning floors 1 1 

Cloth for washing floors 1 1 

Broom  1 1 

Kitchen towels 6 6 

Hanger for drying on the balcony with clips 1 1 

Clothes hanger at room door 3 2 

   

IN THE KITCHEN 

Vivax Microwave 1 1 

Vivax Electric kettle 1 1 

Toster Vivax 1 1 

Soup plates 9 9 

Plates 9 9 

Plates for cake / salad 9 9 

Glass water jug 1l 1 1 

Salad bowl 1 1 

Coffee cups with saucers 6 6 

Cup for cocoa 6 6 



Wine glasses on the stand 5 5 

Water glasses 35cl  9 9 

Glasses for liquor 20cl 6 6 

Glass bowls 6 6 

Induction pots for coffee 2 2 

Set (accessories) for pepper, salt, oil and vinegar with stainless steel 
stand 

1 1 

Forks for eating 9 9 

Spoons for food 9 9 

Knives for food 9 9 

Small coffee spoons 10 6 

Small fork cake 6 6 

Metal potato peeler 1 1 

Metal bottle opener 1 1 

Set of knives with plastic handle (5 different knives) 1 1 

Soup dipper 1 1 

The plunger for potatoes 1 1 

The wooden coaster 1 1 

Grater 1 1 

The flat metal spatula for flip 1 1 

The wire for whipping eggs 1 1 

Set of 4 wooden spoons 1 1 

Hammer for meat 1 1 

Wooden reel for rolling dough 1 1 

Small hand wiper blades with a spatula to Scrap 1 1 

Stainless steel tray for serving 1 1 

PVC cutting board large 1 1 

PVC cutting board small 1 1 

Washbowl 1 1 

Plastic containers for salad / preparation 1 1 

Stainless steel salad bowls / preparation small 1 - 

Stainless steel salad bowls / preparation large 1 - 

PVC colander 1 1 

Braided Bread Basket 1 1 

Induction pan 1 1 

Induction cooking pot with handle 1 1 

Set induction pots with glass lids - 3 parts (small / medium / big) 1 1 

The container (pan) for baking in the oven 1 1 

   

   

   

Furniture and inventory 

The table on the balcony 1 1 

Metal chairs 5 5 

The table in the dining room 1 1 

Chairs in the dining room 5 5 

Bed 90x200 2 2 

Bed 80x190 1 1 



Bed 140x200 - 1 

Bed 160x200 1 - 

A large wardrobe with drawers 2 2 

Sofa with the possibility of strength in the living room + 2 pillows 1 1 

Cabinets 1 1 

Glass shower cabin 1 1 

Wall-hung toilet 1 1 

The mirror in the bathroom  1 1 

Mirror in the hallway 1 1 

The heater in the bathroom 1 - 

Hygiene holder in the shower 1 1 

The curtains on the windows and balcony doors 5 5 

Metallic curtain rods on the windows and balcony doors 3 4 

Bedside table in a room with a large bed 1 1 

Hanging chandelier with 1 saving lamp 4 4 

Ceiling 2 1 

Night lights above / beside double bed with saving lamp 1 1 

Glass shelf bracket with TV and two shelves 1 1 

Beko fridge freezer 180cm 1 1 

Induction hob Beko 1 1 

Built-in Oven Beko 1 1 

Dishwasher Beko 1 1 

Built-in washing machines Bosch 1 - 

Washing machine Beko - 1 

Built Extractor faber 1 1 

Kitchen cabinets with glass panel, sink, ... (complete kitchen) 1 1 

Inverter air conditioning Mitsubishi Electric 1 1 

   

   

 

 

 

 


